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Introduction

The provision of affordable and reliable energy is a prerequisite to sustainable development, especially in

the rural outer parts of Fiji where it is most needed.

Providing locally sourced, renewable and affordable power in Fiji plays an important role in the overall

strategy to provide basic services to Fiji’s households living in the remote and rural areas.



The provision of Biodiesel mills in rural areas enhances the use of under the utilized coconut resources,

and opens up opportunities for other economic activities, which in   turn will improve the overall living

standards of these rural dwellers. Most of these people fall below poverty level.  

The Government of Fiji is committing itself to the provision of least cost sustainable energy forms of

energy to the nation. Primarily it is to alleviate poverty and improve the standard of living of people

living in remote places and the outer islands. The Department of Energy is addressing this by utilizing

abundant biomass resources, such as coconuts, to generate a sustainable energy fuel supply, for transport

and electricity, as well to amortize the impacts of high annual fossil fuel imports. 

The rationale of setting up a modular scale coconut oil biodiesel   production in the island of Lakeba, Lau

is to assist  in achieving these major development goals.  The impact is even more remarkable if it is

implemented from rural and remote island communities.  By changing from mere production of dried

copra, as they have been doing in the past, into value adding activities such as the production of biofuel,

cooking  oil,  body  lotion,  and  soap,  the  communities  will  increase  the  income  base  and  economic

resilience of these communities. 

Consultation Tour

As  part  of  a  collaborative  effort  between  the  Fiji  Department  of  Energy (FDoE),  the  Ministry  Of

Agriculture, and the Commissioner Eastern’s Office, the island of Lakeba was visited during the 1 st-8th

December 2011, with the objective to make an inventory of the opportunities and benefits derived by

producing  biofuel,  and  other  coconut  derivative items  which can then be marketed  from that  island

location. 

In addition, it is envisaged that the site visits and discussions would pave the way forward for FDoE   to

identify opportunities to increase the economic base of these communities in Lakeba Island. The results

will  not only lead to more agriculturally oriented generation of economy, but also play a part of the

Government of Fiji’s attempt to reduce its balance of payment due to the high cost of fuel import bill.

Upon arrival in Lakeba traditional protocol (Sevusevu) was presented to the chief of Tubou village to

inform him of our arrival and his permission to carry out our work on the island for the duration of our

stay.

The first  issue that  needed to be addressed by the team was the land issue and a meeting had been

schedule for Thursday (1/12) evening with the landowners at Nasaqalau village



Meeting with Landowners (Nasaqalau Village)

The meeting that was scheduled with landowners (Lewe ni Mataqali) of the proposed site in Nasaqalau

was attended by the team of government  officials  led by the PA Lau to finalize details  on the lease

arrangements for the land.

Prior to the meeting the site had been proposed on the basis that it would be near the wharf (new ORU

Jetty’s1) and in the copra producing belt of the island. The site was also situated about 2km off Nasaqalau

village and close to the main road.

Members  of  the  Yavusa and  Mataqali  Nautouqumu had  already submitted  their  consent  along  with

signatures indicating their willingness to provide a piece of land for the development and construction of

the new Biofuel shed for Lakeba.

Several other sites in Tubou and Yadrana Village had been proposed as possible location for the biofuel

shed however, these sites needed to be visited and evaluated against the current selection criteria and the

site at Nasaqalau.

The meeting commenced with the presentation of Sevusevu to the elders of Nasaqalau village (Turaga Na

Ramasi) after which PA Lau made the opening address.

 

In his opening address the PA Lau highlighted the importance of the villagers working and co-operating

with  government  re-structure  and  development  plans  for  the  islands.  He  had  also  commended  the

landowners for the new proposed site for their willingness to offer a piece of land for the development of

the whole island of Lakeba through the construction of the Biofuel Mill. He informed all the members of

the mataqali present the importance of working in line with government plans and development programs

and that government in its long term development program was looking at uplifting the standard of living

for the whole nation particularly those in the rural and maritime regions.

1Work on the new ORU Jetty is expected to commence in 2012 to replace the 
current jetty in Tubou village.



Following the PA Lau’s opening address Mr. Paul Raju (Graduate Engineer-Biofuel development Unit)

briefed the villages on the upcoming biofuel project for the island of Lakeba. During his address Mr. Raju

discussed on the key benefits the project brings to the Island particularly to the copra farmers. Other

issues such as the structure and operation of the project was discussed and villages were assured that with

their co-operation the Department of Energy was working towards implementing a successful biofuel

project in Lakeba.

Several questions were raised regarding the ownership and the one third repayment of the total investment

in the project. With regard to the ownership of the project the villagers were informed that the project was

for  the  whole  island  of  Lakeba  and  that  a  board  would  be  selected  under  the  consultation  of  the

Commissioner Eastern office through recommendations made by PA Lau. The board would be similar to

our current projects in Cicia and Rotuma where there is a representative from each village to lead the

company that will be formed. The villagers were also informed about the MoU and the repayment clause

that currently sits at one third of the total project investment by government.    

The final part of discussion during the meeting at Nasaqalau was the verification of the land owning

record with the office of I Taukei Lands and Fisheries Commission. Mr. Curuki from TLFC confirmed the

name of the site selected   as “Nautoqumu” and through records from TLTB the rightful owners of this

land are the Lewe Ni mataqali Nautoqumu. It was still evident that there was a bit of confusion by the

people  or  landowners  at  Nasaqalau  regarding  boundary markings  and  the  actual  names  for  the  site

selected however, upon conclusion of the meeting everyone agreed to the findings and reporting of Mr.

Curuki through the TLFC records.

 Site Inspection and Surveying

Locality of Site

The site is located approximately 4km off Tubou village heading towards Nasaqalau village. 

The road leading to the site need a bit of upgrading to ease access to vehicles especially during wet season

when the road becomes soggy and only accessible by four wheel drive vehicles. The current access road

is also connected to the quarry which was recently closed down. 

Upon discussion with the leading hand from the DNR we were told that there were plans for next year to

extent the current access road from the biofuel site directly to the airport which would make access to the

airport a lot easier and quicker for surrounding villagers.



Survey

Upon arrival to the site it was noticed that trees had been cut by the villagers and clearing of the land had

already commenced. 

The surveyor (Mr. Fatiaki –Buildings & Government architects) took dimensions according to the size of

the  building  and  allowance  was  given  on  each  side  of  the  building  for  access  to  trucks  and  also

construction of storage shed.

Pictures’ of Selected Site at Nasaqalau





Other sites visited

Old Coconut oil Mill (Tiny Tech) – Yadrana Village

This site currently has two sheds which was used to produce coconut oil and other by-products such as

soap, lotion and copra meal. The project was established through the Ministry of agriculture and was

operated under a loan scheme with the Fiji Development Bank. The mill has ceased operations since last

year after facing financial problems, this resulted in the bank (Fiji Development Bank) shutting down the

mill and taking ownership of all the assets of the company. 

The possibility of locating the biofuel shed at this current site is been hindered against several factors

including the availability of space, the size of the current sheds cannot accommodate all the equipment for

the biofuel project and also the site is situated within residential areas.





PWD Depot –Tubou Village

This site was initially listed as a potential site however, upon inspection it was noticed that this would not

be an ideal location for the project due to insufficient space within the depot compound and also after

discussion with the Officer in charger we were told of the department plans to expand operation in Lakeba

which will see the construction of new quarters and office space.

Currently works are underway for the construction of the new engine room to house the gensets that is

powering the government stations and the villages of Tubou and Levuka.

The old tikina storage building located within the depot has been recommended by the agriculture officer

to be used as the point of distribution and storage for the project. This building has sufficient space for

storage and possibly used as an office for the biofuel project. Discussion will need to be held with the

Tikina Council of Lakeba on the current status and availability of this building.



Copra Feasibility Survey

 A trip  was arranged with the  agricultural  officer  in  charge for  Lakeba Mr.Rasolo to  visit  and hold

consultations with all the farmers in the eight villages currently engaged in the copra business. The main

objective of this survey was to get an update on the current production figure for copra and taking into

consideration difficulties faced by copra farmers and recommendations and assistance required to assist

copra farmers in improving their yields.

The Agricultural census for 2009  that was carried out on the island is yet to be released by the Ministry o

Agriculture therefore raw data had to be collected from the farmers on the islands. These data was limited

to the current supply of copra from the Island to Punjas in Suva and also a note was taken on the amount

of driers operating on the island.



Name of Farmer/Co-op Type  of

Drier

Condition Village Current

Production

Market Transportation

$FJD
Lote Yavuca Sun/Drie

r

good Tubou 1 Punjas 15

Isiti Dausiga Sun good Tubou 1 Punjas 15
Temo Selai Sun good Waciwaci 0.5 Punjas 15
Asivorosi Bogi Sun good Waciwaci 1 Punjas 15
Joshua Mata Sun good Waciwaci 1 Punjas 15
Sailosi Waqaciri Drier non operational Waciwaci 1 Punjas 15
Apaitia Kabakoro Drier non operational Nukunuk

u

4 Punjas 40

Jone Rasolo Sun good Nukunuk

u

1 Punjas 40

Jone Rabusele Sun good Nukunuk

u

2 Punjas 40

Salabogi

Waqaituinayau

Sun good Yadrana 1 Punjas 40

Sunia Qilai Sun good Yadrana 1 Punjas 40
Volavola Lavaki Sun good Vakano 2.5 Punjas 30
Nasaqalau  Co-

operative

Sun/Drie

r

non operational Nasaqalau 6 Punjas 30

Ratu Tevita Mara Drier good Tubou 4 Punjas 10
Tevita Naulivou Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Lesi Sorovakatini Drier good Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Tevita Anwea Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Nemani Gucake Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Isoa Tuinasaqalau sun good Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Sunia daro Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Katubalevu  Co-

operative

Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10

Josefa Matukuliu Drier non operational Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Kovula Tupou sun good Tubou 1 Punjas 10
Samisoni Feoko Drier good Tubou 1 Punjas 10

 

 It was noted that the island currently producers on an average of 37 tons of copra monthly however, these

figure are expected to increase once the project is in operational. Most of the farmers that were visited

welcomed the idea of opening a new market for copra on the island and indicated their willingness to

supply copra to the mill. 

A request needs to be sent to  Ministry of Agriculture for their assistance in the repair woks and

building materials for all the non-operational driers currently in Lakeba. The closure of driers have



greatly influenced the copra production figures as farmers  diverge to other forms of income such as

sustainable  farming,  fishing  and Yasi  trade.  It  was  noticed  that  several  coconut  plantation  had  non-

operational driers resulting in a lot of dried nuts not been used and left as ‘vara’/

Individual farmers who usually buy wet copra from other farmers at 30 cents/kg operate most of the driers

that are operational on the island. Apart from the copra drier sun drying is also used by farmers to dry

their copra.

Some of the constrains experienced by copra farmers were;

1 Unstable price for copra on the market.(Current prices for copra F1-700FJD F2 600FJD)

2 High cost of transportation of copra including freight charges which usually takes out a huge sum

out of their returns from copra sale. (Freight charges to transport 1 ton of copra 150FJD)

3 The returns and proceed from the copra sale usually is slow due to the grading process in Suva 

4 Farmers focusing on other form of income such as Vesi,Pine, beach de mer and Fishing

5 Closure of driers have forced farmers to supply wet copra to middleman at a lower cost

The farmers were informed that the department was looking at addressing all these problems through the

implementation of this project. By having the market for copra on the island the farmers can ensured to

get quicker returns from the sale of copra and also operating cost for the farmers will be low since there

will be no more freight charges  included.



Copra Drier at Tubou Village



Non-operational driers at Tubou Villages



Sun Drying copra near Wacicwaci Village

It was also encouraging to note that re-planting had already begun on the island with the Agriculture

officer assisting farmers on this. This will ensure a more consistent and secured supply of copra to the

mill



Coconut Replanting in Tubou and Nasaqalau Villages

Fuel Demand-Rural Electrification

All  the  electricity generated  on  the  Island of  Lakeba  is  through diesel  generators  however,  there  is

potential to introduce other forms of energy particularly with Solar and biomass. Currently the villages

are  powered  through  generators  installed  by  government  through  the  department  of  energy  rural

electrification scheme. 

The table below gives the list of generators on each village highlighting also the operating details of these

generators.

Village Model

Year  of

Installations

Gen

Set

Size

Fuel

Consumption

Operation

Hours

Daily

Fuel

Demand

Monthly
(KVA) (L/Hr) (Hrs)

Nasaqalau  99 10.5 5 4 600

Waciwaci  02 15 5 4 600



Tubou/Levuka/

Government  Stations

(Gen- 1)

 - 515 17.178 18 9600

Vakano  08 20 6 4 720

Waitabu  98 20 4 4 480

Yadrana  98 40 7 4 840
Total Diesel Consumption (Monthly) 12840

Cost of Electricity

The two villages of Tubou and Levuka along with all government stations are connected to the same grid

which was installed and is been looked after by government through the PWD-Electrical Division. All

house and stations are metered and the current rate charged to the consumers is $0.22/KWH. This is

subsidized rate provided by government as it  does not  truly reflect the current cost of production of

electricity using diesel generators on remote islands.

The remaining villages have adapted the non-metered system where each household contributes towards

the cost of diesel to run the community generator.

Nasaqalau; 5% Waciwaci; 5%

Tubou/Levuka/ Government Stations (Gen- 1); 75%

Vakano; 6%

Waitabu; 4%

Yadrana; 7%

Percentage Distrubution of Diesel Consumption



Majority  of  the  diesel  consumed  by  the  island  is  from  the  grid  servicing  Tubou,  Levuka  and  the

government  stations.  Discussion  will  need  to  be  held  with  the  PWD –Electrical  section  for  the

running of biofuel on their generators. 

Calculation Analysis 

Case Study – Vakano Village

 Real Cost of Diesel Calculation

Monthly Diesel Cost  for 720L ≈ (4 x 200L drums)- $ 2,080.00

Drum Deposit @ $50/Drum - $    200.00

Transport Hire (Wharf-Village) - $      30.00

Total Cost (800L) - $ 2,310.00

Total Cost Per/L - $        2.89 

Current Demand for Diesel

As stated in the survey the current demand for diesel is averagely 12,000 Liter monthly. This volume

when switched to supply from biofuel (Blend of Diesel and Coconut oil) would require a total volume of

9600 litres of diesel and 2400litres of coconut oil. Once operational the mill will be targeting to produce

the volume required to produce biofuel for the whole island and the excess coconut oil and copra meal

will be sold to the available markets in the mainland.

Other Recommendations and Observations
1 Biomass Plant

The island of Lakeba is vast known for its growing yet untouched Pine Industry. Due to the limited

time on the island, actual data could not be obtained from the mill however, my general observation

was that the island has the potential to invest into expanding operations in the pine industry. Currently

the  mill  at  Tubou  has  ceased  operation  pending  renewal/issue  of  license  from Department   of

Forestry. There were also other issue associated to the closure of the mill which could not be verified

during our tour on the island.

If the mill is operational this can pave way for the possible implementation of a biomass plant to be

used for generation of electricity primarily for the mill and excess power could be connected back to

the grid to supply to nearby villages and schools.

It is vital that a feasibility study be carried out to  determine the potential of setting up a biomass plant

conjunction to the saw mill also in the same report clarify other issue surround the non-operation of

the mill.      



2 Solar Scheme for Nukunuku village

During the field visit  to  Nukunuku village a couple  of  question on when the systems would be

installed  were raised regarding the solar scheme for the village. Kindly request if the solar team

could respond to these queries.

Conclusion

The team successfully completed majority of the ground work for the project including the securing of the

site at Nasaqalau, getting raw data from farmers and carrying out consultations in the village’s that were

visited.

The project is expected to commence construction next year and commission is expected to be in the third

qaurter.

The department now will be looking at forming the company that will control operations of the mill on

the island. The company will be an island body made up of representatives from all the villages. A MoU

will be signed between the Department of Energy and the company underlining the key responsibilities of

each party in the project.

Markets are also been secured for the project in Lakeba for the sale of the excess coconut oil and copra

meal similar to the ones secured for the current projects in Rotuma, Cicia and Koro. This will ensure a

steady cash flow for the company once operational. 

Finally much appreciation and thanks to the whole delegation that went to Lakeba for all their assistance

during the tour. We were able to complete all the work that was set out for this trip due to the integrated

approach and hard work of the team.

Vinaka Vakalevu
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